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How To Secede From Our Current Monetary Regime One Household At A Time. Crises -
Bailouts - Instability. There is a path out. This book will show you the way. Three men, with three
different areas of expertise... R. Nelson Nash made a career in the life insurance industry -
where he discovered IBC. L. Carlos Lara has spent decades counseling business owners in
financial distress. Robert P. Murphy is a PhD economist with experience in academia and the
financial sector.
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time.REPRESENTATIONS:STATUS: The Authors of this book warrant and represent that they
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this book hereby disclaim any and all warranties, express, or implied, including merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose and make no representation or warranty of the certainty that
any particular result will be achieved. In no event will the Authors, their employees, or associated
persons, or agents be liable to the reader of this book, or its Agents for any causes of action of
any kind whether or not the reader has been advised of the possibility of such damage.This
book is dedicated to all those wholove Liberty and champion Sound Money.IntroductionThis
book is a distillation of the IBC Seminar for the general public that was originally conducted by R.
Nelson Nash, L. Carlos Lara, and Robert P. Murphy. (Beginning in 2018, the IBC Seminar will be
presented by Lara and Murphy.) Although each of us had published books and articles for the
public, we realized that we had developed material for live audiences in our seminar that was
nowhere in print. This book fills that gap.The content of the following chapters, as well as the
material in the appendices, provides a great deal of information regarding our diverse
backgrounds and how we all came together, united in our passion for Austrian economics and
“privatized banking.” Even so, this Introduction will provide some additional historical context that
should hopefully make it easier for the reader to absorb our message.R. Nelson Nash
discovered the Infinite Banking Concept (IBC) in the midst of an epiphany in the early 1980s.
Simply put, IBC is a way to use properly designed Whole Life insurance policies to put the
banking function back at the “you and me level.” By recapturing interest payments that otherwise
would flow to outsiders, IBC gives financial independence to business owners and
households.Nash had a successful career in the life insurance business, using his revolutionary
insights to help people see banking as a process, rather than as something that “bankers” did.
Nash eventually began putting on seminars for the public (around 1996), in order to increase the
rate at which he spread his message. Out of these seminars Nash developed the material that
became his underground classic, Becoming Your Own Banker, which was first published in
October 2000. As of this writing, Becoming Your Own Banker has sold some 400,000 copies. It
is still the essential text for anyone wishing to understand IBC.David Stearns joined Infinite
Banking Concepts in June 2004 after retiring from the U.S. Army as a Lieutenant Colonel.
Stearns worked closely with Nash to launch the IBC “Think Tank” in August 2005, out of
Birmingham, Alabama. The IBC Think Tank is a forum of instruction and fellowship, allowing IBC
practitioners to encourage and learn from each other. (Currently the Think Tank is reserved for
Authorized IBC Practitioners and their invited guests.)L. Carlos Lara is a business consultant
living in Nashville. Following a personal financial upheaval in the 1980s, he had been led to the
Austrian School of economics, and in particular its explanation of the boom-bust cycle. In 2007,
while working on a lecture teaching the dangers of fractional reserve banking that he was going
to present to commercial bankers (!), Lara consulted a Study Guide on Austrian economics. He
discovered that the author, Robert P. Murphy, also lived in Nashville (at the time). Soon after that
meeting, it was Lara who introduced Murphy to Nash’s book, Becoming Your Own Banker.
Murphy was intrigued, and after some study, he realized that IBC made perfect sense.Especially
in the wake of the financial crisis and the various rounds of “Quantitative Easing” (QE), Murphy



and other academic Austrian economists were warning the public about the dangers of runaway
monetary policy. However, the academic Austrians, though experts at diagnosing the problem of
government interference in our monetary and banking systems, provided no immediate solution
except to acquire “inflation hedges” such as the precious metals. The long-term solution of
course was education and turning public opinion, but this seemed like a very distant goal.Amidst
this pessimism, Lara explained to Murphy that IBC offered a way to achieve “privatized banking”
one household or business at a time! Rather than trying to reform the whole system with top-
down change, a strategy of seceding from the dominant banking/Wall Street nexus was much
more effective and peaceful. In order to drive home this message, Lara and Murphy co-authored
the book How Privatized Banking Really Works in 2010.Lara and Murphy began giving
presentations explaining the virtues of IBC to the general public. However, they soon realized a
glaring problem: If their writings and public talks convinced members of the public to get an IBC
policy, where did these people go to get one? Lara and Murphy did not want to actually sell life
insurance to the general public, yet a trained financial professional was necessary to make IBC
work.To alleviate this and other concerns, the four men—Nelson Nash, David Stearns, Carlos
Lara, and Robert Murphy—established the Infinite Banking Institute (IBI) and the IBC
Practitioner’s Program, formally launching both at the February 2013 Think Tank. It was later
decided that both to solidify his legacy and also to distinguish the organization from copy-cats,
the IBI was renamed the Nelson Nash Institute (NNI) at the February 2015 Think Tank.To this
day, these men strive to teach the public—through books, seminars, articles, and podcasts—
sound economics in the tradition of the Austrian School, and how to “become your own banker”
through the practice of IBC. Further information on the NNI and its operations are available in the
Appendices to this book.The material in this book is necessarily based on the U.S. experience,
since that's our area of expertise. However, the growing body of Authorized IBC Practitioners
include financial professionals not just from the United States (and its territories) but also
Canada. Even so, foreign readers should be aware that the specific Whole Life policy needed for
IBC is not currently available in much of the world.In closing, we offer a warning: The material in
this book flies in the face of conventional financial thinking. Yet we can surely agree that
conventional financial thinking has put this country in a huge mess. It is high time to take the
banking function away from “the experts” and return it to the nation’s business owners and
households.Chapter 1: Thinking Like a Business OwnerIn our experience, business owners tend
to see the advantages of the Infinite Banking Concept (IBC) before most other people. This isn’t
because business owners are smarter or even wealthier than others; indeed there are plenty of
very smart and highly paid academics and professionals out there.The reason business owners
“get” IBC right away is that they appreciate the importance of cash flow. This is especially true if
we have in mind the owner of a relatively large business, with at least several employees and a
significant amount of other recurring expenses. A business owner of this kind realizes how it’s
possible that you could be “doing great this quarter!” while you’re also worried about making
payroll next week. This apparent contradiction— which actually isn’t a contradiction—is



something that salaried employees won’t understand. But anyone who has started a new
business or who operates a business enterprise recognizes this mindset perfectly, and in fact
could probably share a few funny stories about it.One of us (Carlos Lara) has spent decades
making a career out of consulting with business owners, and often business owners who are in
financial distress. (See our official bios at the end of the book for more details.) Because
business owners can see the virtues of IBC more quickly than most others, this is how we
choose to begin our presentation in this book. We will first depict the financial problem of the
typical business owner, and then (in the following chapters) you will see how IBC solves the
problem.However, if you aren’t a business owner, don’t worry. The substance of our diagnosis of
the problem, as well as the “cure” we prescribe, all pertain to a household too. After all, your
household is a financial entity or a “business” broadly construed. (Some months you might feel it
is more accurately described as a non-profit!) Yet we have found that members of the public can
often grasp the principles of IBC more readily when they look at our current monetary and
banking systems with the eyes of a business owner.To be sure, every person is a unique
individual. But there are traits that tend to be shared by business owners, so at the risk of
overgeneralizing, in the rest of this chapter we will talk about how “the business owner” thinks
and operates. We have in mind the owner of a “small business,” which the government officially
defines as a firm with fewer than 500 employees. These “small business owners” represent
99.7% of all firms that have employees, and account for roughly half of the total employment in
the United States[1]—so the word “small” can be misleading. Indeed, some of these operations
are quite extensive.As we’ll see, the typical business owner faces a stacked deck in our current
financial landscape. Fortunately, there is a way to opt out of this rigged game.Setting Up the
TimelineThe business owner tends to avoid traditional financial products such as stocks and
mutual funds. He likes assets, of course, but prefers them to be tangible, hard assets—things
like buildings, land, and of course cash.The reason business owners shy away from traditional
asset classes is that they believe the highest rate of return comes from reinvesting in their
business.The business owner thinks in terms of a 12-month cycle. Mentally, he organizes his
business activities annually. (Most small business owners match their business’s 12-month cycle
to the calendar year.) Of course, the underlying “real” activity is a nonstop flow, but people need
a method of classification and so they typically place their events on a timeline running from
January to December.There is a very legitimate reason for organizing a business according to a
12-month cycle: Business sales tend to be seasonal. This is obvious for outfits that manufacture
or sell fashion footwear and apparel, operate a nursery of landscaping shrubs and trees, or
provide tax preparation services, but businesses in general have seasonal sales that repeat on
an annual cycle. Consider: Some businesses do 65% of their total sales in the last two months of
the year! It would be very misleading to calculate profit & loss statements for such an enterprise
in a way that didn’t account for the wild swings in revenue that predictably occur every year.In
Search of ProfitSome organizations are explicitly organized to fulfill philanthropic or other civic
purposes. But the goal of a business is to reach the end of the year showing a profit. But no good



deed goes unpunished, and so in the event of a business profit, the owner must then pay tax on
the net income:What constitutes a profit? Well, the business must earn more dollars in sales
revenue over the course of the year than it incurs in expenses.We have already discussed the
seasonality of sales: the revenue each month might bounce around, with some good months
and some bad months.On the other hand, many business expenses can be more predictable,
because they refer to recurring items. Some of the biggest expense items for a business are
payroll and rent. We can start filling in our timeline to see how the year takes form:So far we’ve
been presenting matters as if the business operated purely on a “cash” basis. But as we
stressed in the beginning of the chapter, the business owner recognizes the difference between
cashflow and income. We incorporate the complication of credit next.Show Me the Money: The
Role of CreditQuestion: How can a business make a sale and yet not have any money to show
for it? Answer: When the sale is made on credit. That is, for a trusted customer, the business will
ship goods (or provide services) in exchange for an IOU (either literally signed or simply
assumed in good faith) given by the customer. Such activity is still a sale, and the business has
generated income during the period in question, but the actual asset it obtains isn’t cash but
rather the debt that is now classified under “Accounts Receivable,” sometimes abbreviated “A/
R.”What this means is that the business owner can enter a new year in January, carrying debts
(i.e. Accounts Receivable) from sales that were consummated in the previous calendar year. The
accountants can tell the business owner how late these debts are. Some may be 30, 60, or even
90 days past due. Rather than continuing to send notices by mail or email, the business owner
may decide to get on the phone and call the customer in question.This can often be an amusing
experience, as any business owner will attest. The late customer may suddenly volunteer a
weather report: “Yes Mr. Green, I’ve been getting your letters. Gosh you wouldn’t believe it, we
got dumped on with a foot of snow! The whole city’s shut down. But I’ll get that check to you as
soon as the roads are clear, I’ve got it right in my hands.”On the other hand, the business owner
himself can receive merchandise on credit, taking possession of the goods before actually
paying for them. This is handled under “Accounts Payable,” sometimes abbreviated “A/P.”Under
normal circumstances, the business owner would receive merchandise on credit, having (say)
30 days to send the check to the supplier. If all goes well, the business owner himself turns the
product over (after charging a mark-up) and then can easily afford to pay his bill, reducing the
amount in his “Accounts Payable.”At this point, let us stress that legally speaking, when a
supplier ships merchandise on credit to the business owner, the title to possession changes
hands when the product hits the shipping dock. At that moment, the business owner is the legal
owner of the merchandise, and merely has a debt owed to the supplier. We will see soon enough
why this fact is so important.Commercial Banks and Lines of Credit (LOCs)Consider our
diagram at this point. Every month, the business owner has expenses (some of them fixed) that
must be paid and yet— as we stressed—the revenues come in sporadically. Even if the business
owner ends up with a profit at the end of the year, it’s entirely possible that he has a cashflow
deficit in some months along the way.Because of this threat, most business owners find it very



convenient to open up large lines of credit (LOCs) with one or more commercial banks. Under
this arrangement, if the business owner is short in a particular month, the commercial bank
steps in to advance the cash needed to keep things running.If all goes according to plan, the
business owner pays down the line of credit soon enough, and everybody is happy. It’s similar to
paying off his debts owed to the suppliers, if they have advanced him merchandise.The
Commercial Bank’s StrangleholdThe problem, of course, comes in when things don’t go
according to plan. If the business owner falls behind in paying off his line of credit, the “friendly
neighborhood banker” might have a sudden change in disposition. The business owner’s case
might get kicked into a different department of the bank.At first the bank might give him some
breathing room by converting the line of credit into a “note,” in which the outstanding debt starts
rolling over at interest and requires a fixed amount of repayment each month in order to knock it
out in a definite amount of time.Of course, since our business owner is only in this position
because his business is not going well, it’s entirely possible that he starts falling behind in
payments on the note.At this point, the bank may decide to play its hand. We see exactly who is
running the show. It turns out that in order to open up that “convenient” line of credit, the
business owner first agreed to make his deposits into the commercial bank. But now with
regards to notes, he has contractually agreed that the commercial bank would have liens against
his business assets, including any machinery, inventory, or even the land itself. Furthermore,
bank notes as a general rule require a “personal guarantee” meaning that his personal assets
are on the hook too, so that any labor income he earns from other sources may be garnished.In
sum, all of the business owner’s “factors of production”— land, labor, and capital—are actually
controlled by the commercial bank, including his bank deposits. If he ends up in bankruptcy
court, the business owner will find that the bank has “first dibs” on all of his assets.
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Msparks, “Business owner or individual / families this will change your life. We learned about the
Infinite Banking Concept in 2013 long before this book was written. After seeing Carlos, Bob and
Nelson give this 4 hour presentation with the material from this book we wanted to be able to
share these business concepts with others. This book is way better than the notes I took from
the presentation. Lastly while this is written towards business owners, each family or individual
should operate their finances like a business and if you read this thinking how you can
implement IBC into your life you will be surpised. Combining the Case for IBC and Becoming
Your Own Banker, unlocking the Infinite Banking Concept will give you all you need to fully
understand how this powerful financial strategy with create a perpetual tailwind in everything you
do!”

TedinSC, “THE book on IBC when “simple/direct” is needed. I have read a number of books on
IBC (including “Becoming Your Own Banker”) and suggested them to others who have shown
interest in the concept. THIS book—direct from the “horse’s mouth”—however, seems to me to
cover it best. It takes on the challenging questions (especially for the large audience following D.
Ramsey) without flinching, and provides an extremely understandable explanation of both the
theory, engineering, and practice of IBC for business and personal use.”

littlerae, “Great deep dive into ibc. The authors did a great job introducing and explaining ibc.
Well laid out and thoughtful!Just the arguments in chapter two were great when they considered
what the “perfect investment” would look like in a fictitious universe.”

Nancy C, “Keep an open mind.. This is an excellent explanation and makes so much sense, but
it challenged my thinking because of how we've been conditioned.It takes a while to "see it" but
then it's so clear!Everyone needs to know this.”

Just being honest, “great book but. Parts of the book was taken from his other books. If you have
few hours to read about IBC again this is a great read.”

Pkuche, “Very informative.. Easy read especially if one's already familiar with Nelson Nash's
work. It was a great addition to my IBC knowledge.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. Enjoyed the book this is a great concept and is well
presented.  I like to read as much as I can about IBC”

DetailW, “Outstanding. Very good information. I would that this training was taught in the main
stream schools.”
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